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·Tickets p.resent platforms
Ticket No. 2 i~ comprised of jun-. what we have done. Tolerance is..: sible student concerns. ''This is tion. We n~ed to increase it. We
:Senior News Editor
iors Aaron Towns; president; Laura sues must be dealt with. Members ~cit lip serviCe, this i~ reai. This is can't get anything done before.we
On Monday Feb. 24, the three Carnaghi; legislative vice president, of this ticket had active roles in the about who you feel comfortable . know what people want."
Each ticket was then given an .
potential executive tfokets met in · and Quentin Bmvers; administrative Black Student Concerns Commit- talking to and approach.ng." ·· .
the Gallagher atrium for art hour- · vice president. ·
tee resoll;Jtion. We're very vested
· Another. student question opportunity to close the debate
long debate before voting opened. ·
TiCket No. 3 includes juniors and have taken steps with goals in asked, "What- makes your ticket with a summary of the~ platform
and a message to
to the student body'. · ·
Natasha Hamilton; president, inlnd:"
· :.-,
unique . and
leave with the
S.cott Crawley, the master ofcer~ Meagan Quick; administrative vice
Weis~enburger posed a question · different?"
students .
.em on i es,
president, and concerning communications on
K;oester re"Leave the
waited ten minsophomore J .J. · campus. "What should be done to s p o n d .e d ,
room
knowing
utes after 9 p.m.
Gibson; legisla- combat the ineffective means of "We're unique
that we are there
before
he
'tive v.ice presi- communication on canipus includ- because of
dent.
ing the barrage of flyers, signs and .· what we have
for you," Gibson
started . with
said. "You give ·
questions. It
. M at th e w s paper waste? What is an internal to
offer/'
us the power.
was a wise
asked the tickets communications strategy that can Members cif
move. In· those
Without you, we
to ·explain what be implemented in a timely man- this ticket are
and this universteps they will ner and actively involve students?" . all heavily inten. minutes,
' sity are nothing.
_the student
take to encourage
Towns for Ticket No. 2 ·ex- volved
on
·turnout at the
Communication
and achieve d~~ plained, "Pians to start a huge com- campus, but
.atrium went
without action is
versity on 9am- mittee that-will encompass arepre- with various
o'
empty rhetoric."
from very un· . pus.
sentative from every entity on cam- organizations.
impressi v~ to ·.
Koeste.r · for pus, .as well as sporiscir a free "an~ The plan is ·to
Grimm answered, "Vote for
surprisingly
Ticket No. 1 said, nouncements" page in the bring it all to- .. Junior Laura_Carneghi
''Thekeyis tocel- Newswire every week." :
. gether and.
someone you beplentiful..
,'
L
,;
lieve can do the
After ·getebratedifferences
Qujck from Ticket No. 3 re- concentrate·
best job. With
ting underway, .the tickets were que- between· students. .There needs to sponded that their ticket has al- · on Xavier as a
ried by panelists senior Keianna be a better definiticin. of diversity ready taken action with technologi~- . whole.
Sophomore J.J. your ideas, we·
Matthew's, • senior
Steve that is .inclusive of .the O.ffice. of caLcontacts in attemp'ting to get
Bowers'for
. Gibson : can ·:haye ac~
Weissenburger and junior Melissa Multicultural Affairs, Latilio Stu- . oniine services like a book s~ap,. Ti°Cket No .. 2 · ~~~~~~~~---~~- tion."
Mosko. Questions were also posed dent Organization, Black Student. . electronic fliers and notification of explained that
Carneghi reby students attending the forum.
Association, commuters and the Al- .club meetings. ·
experience is good; but a new out-· sponded for her ticket; "SGA hasn't
Ticket No. 1 includes sopho- liailce." Their proposed Students
Mosko's question asked .what look is also important. "I'm com- been representing you, they've been
mores Paul Tomich; president; Erica Across Campus Committee wili can· be done to include commuter ing in with a non-SGA outlook, an representing themselves. · We are
Grimm; legislative vice president, open up lines of communication.
and graduate students into univer- unbiaiied opinion."
not about power or popularity." ·
.
and Kate Koester; administrative
Hamilton· ·responded for Ticket sity life.
The tickets were then asked, "if ·
The debate wrapped up at 10
No~ 2, "It's not just what we do, it's
Tieket No. 3 fired back that the ' you could only have one issue, p.m. and many potential executives
vice presid~nt.
battle· must contin~e for a com-· what would it be and why?" .
stayed in the atrium arid talked with
muter lounge. "If one cannot be
Carneghi respo"ded, "'Commu- inquisitive students.
constructed, then the Gallagher. . nity. We have been separated for ·
The small· population of stuCenter should be revamped to too long. People rteed to step up dents that did. attend were privy to
transforin the entire first floor into . and do what's right for students a well-run.debate that featured good
a student-oriented supplement for artd the university as_a whole."
questions and an_swers.
a commuter lounge~"
· Tonii~h from Ticket
dents
No. 1 responded, " Comwh·o
munication with different
st i l l
·have
·groups is very impbrtant.
. Online message boards
yet to
and other ways to intake
cast
information will produce
their
direct feedback that their
vote
ticket can channel to the ·
st i l l
right administration."
have a
A question from the aufew
dience questfonedthe
pretickets on how many of
cious
their ideas were realistic.
. hours
Koester responded for Ticket
Hamil~on answered, "Empowto do so on Wednesday, Feb. 26.
•
No. 1, "Everything on our platform erment of students." They feel that The voting table will be in Niepo~
is something we can do. We don't. it is about motivating students to Lounge from noon to 2 p.m., in-.
want to make hollow promises."
believe they have a voice. 'This side the Gallagher Center from 2 to
Carneghi for Ticket No .. 2 reit- · is not just Xavier University, it's 4:30 p.m., and.at the cafe from 4:30 . ·
to 7 p.m.
· · ·
·
erated that their platform is realis- our university."
·
.tie because it is based soleiy on feaKoester replied, "CommunicaBY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

''Leave the room:
knowing.that we are
there for you. 10u
.. give us the power.
·Witkoutyou, . we and
.. this universiry are
noth.ino:. ·
Cornmunication
without action is
. empry roetoric. · · · .

''SGA .ha.sn't been

representingyou,
·. they've been
representing
.themselves. ·UJe are
not about power or
populariry. ;,
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LINK Collection
Lonely Instruments for Needy
Kids is a project sponsored by UC,
College of Coriservatory· of Music, Alumni Board of Governors,
and Buddy Roger's Music. This
year's annual drive takes place
· March 8 and 9 at Kenwood Towne
Center frorri 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday and noon to 5 p.m. on
Sunday.Donate ariyused musical
instruments, which can be refurbished, at the booth ill the Food
Court on these days. Don~tions
are tax-deductible. For more information, contact Karen Tully
of the College-Conservatory of
Music at 556~--3142.

..

..

BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Senior News Editor

Recycling Forum

briginating in 1999 with only the . student group and fosteririg com- crease our size. We want to betwo founding leaders as members.. ·. munication in years to come.
come .a l~rge campaign quickly'.
The number. of members grew
"There needs to be a voice for.all After that; it's about working
. throughout the following years un- ·· the democrats on campus," said . harder to get' oµr messages across. .
til the club self,destructed in spring Clark. "I've noti~eq ~ sense of an We plan to be involved in politi-·
2002 under faltering leadership.
· apathetic group of democrats· on cal activism and helping local poli-.
Clark, an active member. last campus. We know that we have a ticians .. Hopefully, we can be a
year, spoke briefly about the previ- .· strong 'support on campus; it's just voice for students and an, ear that
ous fall of the organjzation. He a matter
people can come to."
hinted to ·club officers and leaders of get- · · - - - - - - - - - - Look for Xavier Col·who could not t i n g
lege l:>emocrats events in
is
donate the ad- people
the not-too-distant fuequate time to i n
ture.. Until then, those in~
the Qrganiza~ formed,
te.rested
in
.the
tion.
·m o t i organization's phoenix
N·e g o t i a - v a t e d
can contact Clark at
tions have al- . and orgax5803.
ready started nized.
between · the
T h e
· College Demo- appea'rcrats and Col- ance of a
lege Republi- Green
cans for an up- Party orcoming debate.· ganiza· Althoug~ the tion on ·
·
-Andy Clark
time, setting ·campus
. Sophomore
and atmosphere is still uncertain, o n l y
. Clark confirms· the two organiza- · height_tions will have a forum which will ened the urgency t9 have a representative group. Clark mentioned
··
be open for students to attend.
.
The club also plans to co-spon- the uphill battle he faces, seeing that ·
. sor a political career session orga- .not many people know the organi. nized by White. Clark is optimis-. . zation exists.
"The first goal we have is to intic about col~aborating with UC's

.

There
no
b1,,,!ance on campus .·
concerningpolitical
clubs. Xavier is an
organization-·.
predominantly
comprised . of
republicans.

.

Environmental·
justice

Singers
Performances
The Xavier Uni\iersity Singers
will present "Life" on Feb. 26 and
27 at 8 p.m. in the Gallagher Cen. ter Theatre. The box office opens
at 7 p.m. ·and tickets are $2 per .
person. For more. information
please
contact
Aiicia
Aufdemkampe at 661-5036.

.

.

.

-

Police Notes·
Feb.17 5:25 p.m. -Campus Police ·received a theft report from a
student who reported that her_trum~
pet was taken from a classroom in
Albers Hall.
·

Feb. 18 7i31 p.m. --A student :
Feb. 20 2_:25 p.m. - C~pus
reported· he had left his wallet at Police arrested a non-:-student for
the ATM in. the.· Gallagher Student ' several outstanding arrest warrants
Center the day before, and when he after receiving complaints from the
returned it wa8 gone.
bookstore staff that the person was
acting suspicious.

Feb. 18 11:40 p.m. - Campus
Feb. 241 a.m. - Officers investigated a report of a suspjcious man Police received a theft report.from
in Kuhlman Hall. They searched the an employee who reported that an~
area and were unable to locate him .. other overhead projector was stolen from Albers Hall.

·. Feb. 18 5:30 p.in. - Cainpus
Police received. an auto accident
report from a Sodexho employee
who reported that while driving the
food service golf· cart in the
Bro<'.kman lot, he lost control· and
collided with a car.

Feb. 20 10:15 p.m. -·Campus ·
Police cited ,a resident student for
undt:rage possession of alcohol after he was· observed .walking
through Victory Family Park with
an open beer contai11er.

Feb. ~O 1:20 a.m. - Campus
Feb. 21 2:20 p.m. ~ Campus
Police received an. auto accident Police received a harassment report
report from· a student driving from a student who found sexuallythrough the north c.ampus lot who oriented material on her windshield
lost contro.l on a patch of ice and · while hei: car was parked in the Elet
. Lot.
.
struck the curb. ·

Dan Flynn visit~
Xavier "·
On feb. 27, Dan Flynn, the au-·
thor of Why the Left Hates
America: Exposing the Lies that
Have Obscured our Naiion 's
Greatnl!ss, will speak at 7 :30 p.m.
in Aibers 103. The event is cosponsored by the College Republicans and StudeQts for America.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

College· Democrats
·resurface at Xavier

As of this past Monday from the
unanimous vote by Xavier Senate, the
College Democrats have officially resurfaced.
Sophomore Andy Clark is leading
the rejuvenation efforts: "I'm doing
this for several reasons. Primarily, because there
is no balance · on
c am p u s
concerning
poli tical
c l u b s .
Xavieris an
organizaEarth Care is hosting a recy- ti.on precling forum on Wednesday, Feb. · dominantly
26 at 2:30 p.m. in Alter Hall B 11 comprised
to raise awareness about changes of republito Xavier's recycling program. cans. You
Representatives from Physical need
to
Plant, waste removal services, and have chalother staff, faculty -and students lenging opinion~ to have growth."
. involved will speak. A brief stu"Andrew has a lot of ideas as to
dent documentary will also be what he wants to do,'' said Dr. Timo~
shown. Come voice your ques- thy White, political· science profestions; concerns, frustrations or sor and advisor to the XU Democrats.
any other comments; For more in-. "There's no disarray this year."
formation, call Elizabeth at 631- .
The College Democrats are a rela3286.
tively new organization to Xavier,

.On March 10 at 1:30 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium, Sr. 'Paula
Gonzalez, S.C., will speak about
social justice in the environment.
She will address future campus ..
building plans and how to make
them more environmentally
. friendly. For more information,
contact Dr. Kathleen Smythe of the
·history department ·at 745-3279
er Fr. Ben Urmston, S.J., of Peace··
and Justice Programs at 7453320.

..
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What's on Tap??
.

.

Friday, March 14: 1:30-4:30 p.m. - Diversity Across Careers ~mployment Fair - Cintas Banquet Room- spqnsored by CCLD. For more .
info call Kimbelie Goldsberry x3140
·
·
·
· · .·
. ·..
.
.
.
.
,
.

Tuesday, March 25: 12-7 p.m... C~mmencement Countdown- Cintas Center concourse -sponsored by SYE committee, and Xavier
. National_ Alumni Association. For more info call Stephanie Bates x4877 .
.
.

Film study
The Racism and Reconciliation film study concludes this
week with a prayer service in
Bellarmine Chapel led by Campus Ministry. Beginning at 7 p.m., ·
the interfaith service will focus on
reconciliation and healing.

Wednesday, March 26: 12-7 p.m'. - Commencement. Countdown- Cintas Center concourse - sponsored by SYE committee, an~ Xavier
Natione1I Alumni Association. ~or more info call Stephanie Bates x4877
·
·

·CAMPUS . NE.Ws·
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Ireland trip:
A <unique, rewarding experience
.

.

· provide the best possible experi~ joining the group. "We do spend a
ences to studentS at the lowest cost. lot of the time walking and tourCampus News Editor
Sophomore Scott Allison said, ingthe sites on foot, which Ameri"It's definitely, well wor.th the. cans aren't as used to,'.' White
When you think of Ireland, . money."
pointed out. "I
do yciu think of kelly green and
J u. i 0 r
recommend being .
in good physical ·
• thick brogue accents or. lots of Michelle Trier
fish and beer? While all those agreed, "The
health so that students are not worn
are part .of the culture of the . first thing l
out with the .tourAmerican perceptfon of Irish have to say is
ing."
pe~ple, there is so much mo~e that it's worth
that we do not know about· theit · every ·penny.''
While a lot- of
the trip is spent in
culture and history.
. The sfo·
· "
That is what Dr. Tim White · ~ dents fly into
the countryside, a
few days an~ also
hopes to cha~ge by his two study·" the west coast
-Dr. Tim White ·
spent in the cities
abroad. options to Ireland each and begin their
Professor
of Dublin ···and
summer. White runs a tour and a tour .in Trale'e
class, as· separate. options open and theAran Is·.Galway. The'.fast- .
to eight students apiece, to study lands. The cities the students visit paced Cities offer the·students dif~ ..·
the 'history and culture of the are mostly in the southern half of ferent feel of Irish life. There was
Irish.
the country. White assures every- plenty of time for shopping and
A passion of his, White spent one that this part of the country is sight-seeing.
six months on sabbatical in Ire- · very safe.
The night life was exciting for
land to plan these trips. "We stay
"Today people are worried. .many students. There are dance
away from the tourist attractions about traveling because of terror- clubs and pubs that are an integral
part of Irish social
.culture. This .·
PHOTO COURTESY OF TIM WHITE
gave the students .
The
Yew
tree,
which
surround
many
of
the
monasteries in· the
a chance to interis
over
1,000
years
old
and
is
said
to mark the burial
countryside,
.act with Irish citigrounds
of
holy
people.
zens their own
age and compare
' cultures> "The
.best thing to do is
keep an open
· miii.d," said senior Beil Day.
"Going to another country is a
great experience.
. It gives you a
completely different perspec. tive on American
life."
Dinner most
PHOTO COURTESY OF TIM WHITE
nights was in a
PHOTO COURTESY OF. TIM WHITE
pub. ''At night we
Dr. Tim White and his students stand .outside one· of the many usually headed to the pubs,'' said The· 2002 class stops at the Kilkenny Castle before moving on to ·
historic castles the group toured with their walking guide.
Trier. "It was really fun, not because another historic sight.
we were drinking. Here we really
got to interact with the people.
so the students can really .get a ism,'' he said. " Ireland is a vei:y . When you walk into the pub, there lot oftime touring, but he [White] thing for everyone if you are willfeel for the way these people live · safe ·plac.e to travel, especially in are people in there from age eight . also tried to spiCe it up by giving ing to step outside your usual haband where they come from,'' he · . the south." .
·
to 80."
·
us plenty of time to explore the cit~ its and try something else.''
.~ot everything· is
said. "We take them places they
Students tour many restored
There is much Oto see and do on
castles in' the Irish countryside and a history· lesson;
would otherwise never go:'
these trips. White says there are still
All the places White takes his learn .the history of the great fami- . White makes sure
spaces open on both the class and
students, he has visited himself. · lies who lived there; They also visit the students have
the tour. The class requires that you
The tours he
abbeys
and . fun things to do.
read one book before leaving and
gives for the
churches that While there, the
complete some assignmentS, includstudents are
.played crucial. group attends a hurling. a take-home final after return-Ben Day
ing to the US.
·
hosted by
roles in tht;. . ing match, a· tradiSenior
locals that
Catholic his- . tional Irish sport in
Both the trip and the class are
he knows.
tory of saints one of the country's
limited to eight students each to enpersonally,
like St. Patrick largest arenas. One trip was taken
ies, shop and relax," Trier· said. sure a personal experience for each.
which
is
Allison agreed, "It's definitely more of the participants. Total cost for the
. and the many during t.he World Cup soccer tour-Michelle Trier
partly what
religious
·
fun·
than learning.''
.
nament
and
White
took
the
stutour is $1,695 and total cost for the
Junior
allows him
struggles he dents to the game. Day thoroughly
Of course one of the many class is $2,695. These costs do not
· to
keep
helped
his enjoyed the experience: "It is unthings that worries students about include airfare. White is. interested
costs solow.
believable how into· soccer they
people face.
leaving our country may be the new in fundraising suggestions to help
Total costs are kept to a miniOne day. is spent horseback really ·~re!"
food. White said many students ai:e lower.the costs to students. ContaCt
. ·mum, with all lodging and meals· riding around the countryside. HikOne night, they learn· Irish step
surpris~d at how much they enjoy
Dr. Tim White at 745-2997 for more
included in the cost of the trip .. ing and lots of walking are aiso a dancing ata pub. Other nights they
the different cuisine: "You just ·information, including costs and ap··
White.coordinates all fours with- part of thiS trip: White recommends listen to some 'of White's friends
have to be flexible' and be willing . plications.
out the help of travel agents to students be in good shape before · pJay with their bands. "We spent a to try new things. There is someBY JACLYN SWIFT

n

"We take them ·
places that they
would otherwise
never go.

a

"The best thing to dQ is
keep an open mind "

"The first thing I
have to say is that it,'s · ·
worth every penny. "

·.·

•t·;~eiif LUCkWith·riiid.terlllS . frQm•youl" CltmpuS Newsgil"Isf

· . .· · ·

·Hf111:g~·i,D.:Uiere;thr~e

days 'til.Sp;rlngBrea.JA!~!t · ·· ·

.. :<'-•·

·.,:.- .
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Something totally new from
.Singers...
BY NEWSWIRE STAFF

When you think of show choir
you think '1azz hands" or corny
costumes, guys dancing in tuxedos, and the typical Broadway
show tune standards like ''All That
·Jazz,'' and "New York, New York."
So when going to the so-called
"flamboyant" Xavier University
Singers concert, these are all the
things that you should expect,
right? Wrong. ·
This concert will be completely
different and shatter all of the preconceived notions you may hold
of what a typical "show choir"
should be. Sure, there will be dancing and singing, but this concert
wiH also be thought-provoking,
challenging, furi, and maybe even
slightly controversial.
The Singers' show, "Life," will

be performed this Wednesday and
Thursday night at 8 p.m. in the.
Gallagher Student Center Theatre.
"Life" deals with relationships,
lifestyles, and the changes that each
:one of us goes through during our
existence.
Styles of music being performed
range from a jazzy rendition of"Me
and Julio" to"The Thunder Rolls,''
Ben Folds Five's "Army,'' and the
rockin' "Proud Mary'' sung by ~enior Jessica Zehnder.
. Not your. typical shqw choir
stuff, huh?
.
"In all iny. years of show choir,
since high school, this tias gotto
tie the most different and rewarding project that Iliave ever worked
on,'.' saysAliciaAufdemkampe, se· nior an_d president of Singers. "The
audience will see a story through
our unique b{en'd of dialog and specifically chosen songs. It's almost

like a loosely based musical more
than a typical concert. It's pretty
- cool." .
·
·
"We have so many talented new
· members added to our group this
year," said se~ior and vice president
·Julie Batertscher. "Each of them
brings fresh newideas and different vocal styles that really contrib~
ute to the show and the group itself.'.'
·
"The best part of the concert is
the hard work we ha~e put into
making the show our own,'; said
sophomore Autumn Nickoli. "With
· the intensity that we project on· the
stage, the show will make. y~u
.
.
·.
smile, laugh and.maybe even cry."
Xavier
Singers'
new
performance
A live band complete with guitar, bass, keyboard, drums, and sax students.
provides the music for the show. Aufdernkampe. "It's energy that
''The live music really adds an en- both the performers and the audiergy and intensity you cannot· get ence both feel and draws you in .
from a pre-recorded track,'' says_ . even closer to the story."

an

PHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER SINGERS

showcases the talents of many
. Admission is $2 and the box office opens at 7 p.m. both nights.
For more information, please call
Aufdernkampe at 661-5036.

Campus Police Needs YourHel
Campus Police is asking for your help in prevent_ing the thefts ·
of overhead projectors from o·ur campus buildings. On Saturday
2/15/03, Monday 2/17/03~ ·and Tuesday 2/18/03. overhead
projectors vvere take.~l frgm op~n d,assroo~~ _in. Lil)der,. Logan,
and Albers Halls~ During the theft in Logan Hall. cni 2/17 the
. $USpect ·Wa~ .observed by a Physical Plant employee. He. i's
described· as male, blac:k,·approximately· 38~40' years· of age,··
approximately 5' 1O", slim buiid, short hair, well groomed and
wearing a beige sweater. The thefts have· been occuring during daylight business hours ~nd the suspect stands on tables to
remove the projectors. Please~report any suspicious activity to·
Campus Police immediately .at (513) 745-.1 ooo.

.

.

·-.··· ''.' ' • PHOTO COURTEsY'OF BRiAN ANGOUA

dop_s actors have. fun.
backStage
'!"~ii~
dressing
for, ,the'
s~ow.
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The Newswire is taking> a, b~:e,~~
· · · · ·_
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Spring Break whereve10 yQ-n.:§'.o~:i
and we'll· see ya in Matcllf!
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Bush·· defends war
BY MARTIN MERZER

'.

shield Americans against terrorism resolution still remains uncertain, nymity, said Spanish Prime Minis- . of U.S. economic aid to Turkey.
and weapons of mass destruction, according to u._s. and British dip- . ter Jose Maria Aznar was working . Secretary of State Colin Powell reWASHINGTON-:--- Faeing grow- · but also by what he charactenzed · lomats.
cfosely with London and Washing- iterated Thursday that the United
.ing public resistance to. his drive as America's morai obligation to
"What there is not is a fixed draft · ton in seeking support from Chile States' final financial offer_ a $26
we like,'' said the British official, and Mexico, the two Latin Ameri- billion package of gi:ants and fortoward war, Pr~sident Bush on . the resfofthe world.·
given· loans _ was on the table.
Thursday broadened his justifica. "We defend the security of our who spoke on condition· of ano- can nations on the council.
tion for action against Iraq. He said country, but our cause is broader,'' nymity:
"Our position is firm,'' Powell
While it may appear that Madrid
.Saddam. Hussein musi be con-.. he said near the end of a speech in
"There's. a process here of two· was working as an intermediary, the said. He added, however, that
fronted not only to protect Amefi- · Kennesaw,· Ga., devoted primarily governments who want to get some- diplomat said Azrtar was not doing "there may be some creative things
cans but also to liberate Iraqis and . to economic matters. "If war is thing done (that is) quite intricate the bidding of the Bush administra- we can do" to reach agreement
uplift the entir_e Middle East.
forced upon us, we will liberate the and complex," tlie official said. tion.
· with Turkey.
"For. the oppressed people of· people of Iraq from a cruel and vio- Bush and Blair "are grappling toIf it becomes necessary, U.S.
"Spain is doing this business for
Iraq, people .·
lent dictator.... gether at the best means of doing
In Turkey, Prime Minister military officials have said, they
whose lives
"We do not this. How do we get from here to Abdullah Gui said he would issue a could concentrate more forces in
we·
care
believe freedom there?"
statement Friday regarding devel- Kuwait, south of Iraq, though that
and liberty are
about, · the .
In New York; British U.N. opments in tense talks with the would complicate and prolong
Ambassador Jeremy Greenstock United States over permission to their battle plan.
.. day of freeAmerica's gift to
-...
dom is draw· the world ..We emerged
ing .'near,"
America~
believe they are from a
Bu.sh said.
the Almighty's. Secuduring
a
gift to man- r i t y
speech
in
kind."
CounMeanwhile, c i I
Georgia. "A
free Iraq can
officials in the meet. United States ing on
be a source of
. hope for
·-· President George W. Bush a_nd Britain, still global.
. the Middle
seeking diplo- terrorEast."
matic cover for . ismand
His comments came as Turkey's an attac~ on Iraq, said they are en- said he
government moved toward a deci:- . gaged in "intense and frequent con- had yet
sion over access to Turkish bases versations" about a new resolution to see
for. a U.S. invasion force, and the to be considered next week by the t h e
United ·States and Britain ap- U.N. Se((urify Council.
red.mis
proached agreement on the wordThose talks included a 30- I a n ing of a new resolution that will be minute·"free, frank and open" tele- guage.
offered to the United Nations Secu- phone discussion late Wednesday
rity Council next week.
between Bush and his staun~hest "I await
But new signs of public unease international supporter, British instruc~
about the prospect of ~ar emerged. Prime Minister Tony Blair, acc.ord- ti"ons,"
A survey released. Thursday ing to ·a: B~Itish foreign ministry he said,
showed that a growing number of official.
noting
Americans believe the United States
Bush has said he does not be- t h a t
.does not have sufficient interna- lieve that a new· resolution ·is nec- strong
tional support to wage war against essary. Blair, wlio faces broad, in- :opposiPHOTO COURTESY OF KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPER
Iraq. In addition, the two mostin- tense opposition to war from the tion reSecretary of State Colin Powell, National Security Advisor Condolezza Rice and Secretary
fluential religious leaders in Great British public, strongiy prefers mains
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld
Britain _America's niost loyal ally winning another U.N. statement on the
in this test_ expressed doubts about that Saddam has. n"ot complied with 15-seat
the "moral legitimacy" of such a war. previous deman<,ls to disarm and · council. "You can't talk about votes · base U.S. troops ~n his countj as a
Bush said armed conflict with has not fully cooperated with U.N. until you see a text to vote on." ·
springboard toward a strike against
· Iraq, if it becomes necessary, is jus- weapons inspectors.
Another knowledgeable diplo- Iraq from the north. ·
tified not only by the obligation to · The content of the proposed.· mat, speaking on cc:mdition of anoThe dispute concerns the amount
Knight Ridder Newspapers

"We .don't· believe
far!edom and l_ibe_rty are
.
gift .to the .·
world. -we believe they
are the Almighty's gift
to mankind. ,, .

all
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Spring break too.
early?
The ~ime-honored tradition of mixed reviews from students who ·
the collegiate. spring break is al- wanted both to be able to party on
most upon us once again.
spring break and see family on EasSome will have an opportunity ter.
to exchange their lives of noteHowever, placing the week this
books and all-nighters .for a week late in the semester allowed for
of debauchery. and a carefree atti- . warmer climates no matter where stutude as they head fo warmer cli:. dents chose to spend it. Since this
mates.
holiday changes from year to year,
Others, however, who choose this policy, obviously cannot be the
not to travel to these magical Ioca- norm .
.· tions where responsibility is a
Here we are again, however, with
myth, might find themselves ask- .spring break approaching and snow
illg: Why is there snow on the siilf on.the ground. Those of us goground on my spring break?
ing to warmer clim_ates may find this
There are many reasons why as an even greater motivation for dosome students choose not to take ing so, but those of us staying in this
part in the whole tradition, such as area may think of it as a six-week
Jack of money, desire to go home separatfon from winter break.
for a while, or an overwhelming
on top of all this, it appears that
sense of morality and ethics, to few other schools in the Midwest
name a few. ·
have the same spring break as Xavier
This year's spring break begins this year, so those of us w~o choose .
BY NICHOLAS SPENCER
guys you'll ever meet. Visit the Web
at the end of February, a mere two to go home may be forced into a week.·
Contributing Writer
site; ~hich features three free downweeks after Cincinnati experienced of boredom.
This week, I feel like doing loads at ryanadcock.com
what some would think .was the .
If spring break is ever going to something different - which reHomuncuius:· Many think this is
biggest snowstorm ever. Just ask · live up to its name, then the admin- ally means it's a slow news week. the best band in the city. They certhe east coast-'- it wasn't.
istration needs to find a way to en~
I want to make the case for Io- · tainly know how to make a song
Has spring.break become sim- sure that all students, no matter . cal music, and see if it gets any . last for an hour.Visit the Web site at
ply a week off for students, placed where they choose to spend their response at all .. M!!-yb_e you're homunculture.com. Plus if you look
conveniently within the schedule week, will find green grass and bud-_ happy listening to Valentine in the under "Music" and click on the first
so that it .divides the semester .in ding trees, rather than occasional Morning or whatever· God-awful . album on the right hand sidebar,
half? If this is the case, why even · flurries and temperatures associated Zoo Crew, Crazy Guy Shock Jock you can stream any song from the
call it "spring" break? Why not with "wind chill factors.';1 . • . .,
dd\tel yoµ yva~e up t9. Maybe you album Words. Fails ·c:if; Phish, and
call it, "Here's your loosyweek off,
In spite of our corisranrcomplain~ dld.n't mind paying 20 bucks for ·semisonic should enjoy these guys.
do with itwh_at you will?"
ing, we at the Newswire would like that new John Mayer double alKim Taylor: Kim has the voice
What can be done to remedy this to ~ish everyone a very fun and safe bum. Besides, am I the only one of a goddess. She sounds like Norah
situation? t.ast year, the adminis- spring break.· We hope y9u all re- who thought they'd heard him do Jones, maybe better. Go check her
tration decided to make spring turn here next week as relaxed, fo~ better shows than the one they re-· out: at kim-taylor.net. .
break coincide with the Easter cused and tan individuals.
corded, by the way? They
Clabbergirl.; Best party band
· weekend, and gave students a fourshould've taped his performance ever. Sean Rhiney, the lead singer,
day weekend in February to make
at Jammin'. on.Main last year also hosts the Midpoint Music Fesup for the time they would have
that was a good show.
tival, our city's biggest Music fest.
had for Easter.
But here's what's great about · Great for fans of Blink-182, Third
It seemed as if this generated
local music - it's local~ It's right Eye Blind or Jimffiy Eat World. Vi~it
in front of you. Coldplay will Clabbergirl.net to hear their album
·.CIRCULATION 3,500
COPYRIGHT2003
never come here. Nelly might, but in its entirety.
Editor-in-Chief & Publisher MELISSA MOSKO
good luck fighting your way
The best places to see them in
Managing Editor ANTHONY MOSKO
through the hordes of 13-year-old the city are as follows.
Business Manager KELLY GETZ
girls to get a good seat.
Mad Frog: Ok, so it's in Clifton,
Advertising Manager . LISA WARNER
However, if you want to see its small and somewhat dumpy. It's
Advertising Assistant RENEE HUTCHISON
· Clabbergirl or Homunculus, just also the place where you can always
Adviser MIKE KAISER
head over to the Mad Frog on a count on seeing a great band. EvF~iday night. For around $5, ery night of the week, the f'.rog ofCqmpus News Editor
Calendar
you'll get a whole night of crazy fers live, original music for practi- ·
JACKIE SWIFT
JAMES MURPHY
fun, and I've never paid more than cally no cost. And it's still 18~years
USADEGENHART .
Photography Editor
$10 for a· local musician's latest and older which means you can get
Senior News Editor
BRIAN ANGOLIA
album. Granted, it's no Kazaa, but in without stealing your sister's
CHUCKSAMBUCHINO
Photography Editor
it's a start.
. driver's license.
World News Editor
BRANDY DUNLAP
One of the best things about
. Cody's Cafe: Again, Clifton?
RENEE HUTCHISON
Copy Editors
living in a mid-sized city like ours Ugh! Still, this is the best-looking
Opinions and Editorials
SAMUEL ARK
is getting to see all kinds of bands , bar in Cincinnati with great art on
LENA DAVIE.
MICHELLE HAMILTON .
at au· kinds of places. While it's· the walls and really good food. ·
CHAVON MITCHELL
AMY MILLER
true many local musicians sound
Southgate House: Strictly for
Sports
Contributing Writers
a lot like Bill and Ted before that · the seniors, I believe. It has three
STEVE METZGER
COLIN MCDERMOTT
part in "Bogus Journey" when . stages and.is across the street from
DAVEGILMORE
KATIE HUNT
they use the phone booth to. learn Newport on the Levee. The biggest
Diversions
Distribution Manager
how to play like ZZTop, many_ are · and best shows are always here.
DANCOX.
MICHAELMALYCKY
just as good, some 'would say bet- Some nights, you can see 10 bands
JIMMY DILLON
Online Editor
·ter, than what you see on TRL. So for one cover. .
. .
SfEVE WEISSENBURGER
in the effort to better educate you
All of the aforementioned inforon experiencing all our city has mation should get you started in the
to offer, here's myyery own guide right directfon. For a lot more info,
to local music. The following are visit cincymusic.com, a great Web
On the Web: http://www.xavier.edu/newswire
artists to watch.
site for local shows. And for God's
Tht XavitrNtwswirt! ls published weekly through·
mcster within the USA and are prorated. SubScriptlon
·Ryan Adcock: This guy is prob- sake, if you ·go to a show, wear your
out the school year, except during vacation and final
Inquiries should be directed to Melissa Mosko, S 13•
exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Vic745-3067.
.
ably the best songw~iter in Cincy. X hat or something. Ifs so hard to
tory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129.
Advertising Inquiries should be directed to Lisa
The statements and opinions of Tht Xavier NewsHis latest album, From Silence to find Musketeers at most shows in
Warner. Advcnising Manager, 513-745-3561.
..
wirt! are not necessarily those of the student body, facOne copy of The_ Xavitr Newswire. distributed on
Joy, is great for.fans of Matchbox · town. Who wantS.to spend a night
.ulty or administration of Xavier. The statements and
campus, isfree per person per week. Additional copies
opinions of a columnist do not necessarily reflect those
are 25. cents.
20, Counting Crows or John. drinking with people from UC?
of editors or general staff.
Xavier University is an academic community comSubscription rates are $30 per year or SIS per SC·
mitted to equal opportunity. for ~111 persons.
Mayer. He's also OI1e.ofthe nicest
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thing that ever happened to you on -Spri(

1 .

. i "I wok¢ up·; •

.covered in ':
· :•~'~sh~vi11i'~ream
\Ve~nni boobie
~t~s~el;s." ;:" ·· ··.·· · ,.
'-

Matt Munson

iuniifr ?J ,., ·- •k

.:· il

Jon Lenihan

Junior

· the night before."

'

Tony Temperante

Junior

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR-

Absence of contraceptives upholds
@' Catholic tradition @ .

After reading the News~ire last
I totally stand behind whomever
week, I made certain to read every . made that· statement:
The. Catholic Church does not
article concerning the p~o-choice
issue and the new group that advo- support any unnatural form of concates it called Students for Choice. traceptive, and neither does this
Apparently, this group proposes university~.
the university should come into the
21st century by offering contracep- .
tives on campus.
I accept tharnot everyone agrees
with me or the Catholic Church, but
the mere. idea of offering contraceptives in the McGrath Health and .
Counseling Center is ludicrous to
root~d
me. The Je'suit tradition is a major
part of this campus. ·As a Catholic
university, we are pro-life. That's
how it has always been, and that's
how it shou.ld always be.
· In last week's letter to the editor
entitled "It's Your Choice," the writers of this letter began it by quoting the response a student was
Another point brought up by the ·
given regarding the acquisition of
condoms at the Health Center. The "It's Your ChOice" article, is that
student was told, "Not now or ever students are able to acquire contraafter."
ceptives elsewhere. If this is the

"·This school has atradition and an
·essence· that are. both·
deeply
in
Catholicism, and to
try and change or ·
disregard that would
be a sin."

case, then why should .condoms
need to be available at the Health
Center?
I have no doubt any student can
make his/her way to a drug store
that. sells condoms, so why
shouldn't (s)he? If a student can
get condoms anywhere else, then
there's no need to offer them at this
Catholic university.
Xavier is a Catholic University:'
·Students ·who_ attend this ·institution know this; The university is
not imposing its will upon the stu. dents by failing to offer contraceptives;· it is simply living.
· -This school has a tradition and
an essence that are both deeply
rooted in Catholidsrri, and to try
and change or disregard that would.
be a sin. I do11't believe for a second that Fr. Graham or any' of the
university's administrators are giving any/of this the slightest consideration, but the day they do be~
gin to consider it is the day I. c.onsider finding a new university.

I also recommend anyone who
The issue of contraceptives not
is feeling oppressed or abused by being available on campus is about
the Catholic traditions of. this in- Xavier maintaining its C~tholic '
stitute consider continuing his/her · identity..
.
For those of you who say not
education elsewhere. The. aforementioned is not because I dislike everyone attending Xavier is
those whose views differ from my Catholic, you should have done
own and. I want them t~ get away some research on Catholic institufrom me. However, it is because I tions before you signed up. Go to
sincerely believe, and hope, that . any Catholic institution, a univernothing will be lost in regard to this . sity, a high school, and even a
school's strength in Catholieism.
Catholic hospital and you will not
find contraceptives available in
-Edward J. Clark any form.
Class of '05
I will never understand an organization being challenged for actually practicing what it preaches.
Xavier, thank you for not being
hypocritical. Thank you for not
holding out abstinence brocl}ures
in one hand and birth control in
the other. Thank you for keeping
our description as "Catholic" an ·
accurate one.
-

Stephanie Patina
Class of '05.

·Co~munication overload doesn'thelp anyone--.
date. The more saturated the communication channels become, the
Do you ever. feel like we just . more apathetic recipients are to that
keep getting inundated with infor- · inforIIJ.ation.
mation?
In the case of signs, flooding
If one thing has become clear to walls and surfaces. may help ·stuine over the past four years, it is that dents in the short-term, but will hurt
as communication channels be- them in the long-term: In the case
come more easily accessible, of mail, there are employees who
people are saturating those chan- · immediately throw out anything on
nels beyond the effective level.
colored paper and heaven help us
Signs are a perfect example. Stu- if they read their email. In the case
dent organizations are filling every_ of table tents, people stop paying
visible space with multiple copies .attention because there are too
of signs in order to attract student · many or they are outdated. ·
attention. Another example·is email
Campus Pipeline, the portal ·
an<;l paper. .
componeQt to the new data system,
With th~ barriers to communica- will give us yet another tool to
tions coming down over the past communicate more effectively and
decade, people have used. old phi- · . efficienOy. It will allow us to better
losophies of how to communicate target comm~nications, give indi-with .new communication tools. xiduals the ability to opt in ·and out
Additionally, many people commu- of particular types or topics of cpm-nicate on the principle of pushing m·unication, and further lift the
everything at -everyone. Many burden on paper communication
pieces ~f paper communication channels.
.
.
.
stay posted well pasttheir effective
Such a technology is powerful
BY STEVE -WEISSENBURGER
Online Editor

·and only effectiveif·implemented
as part of a communications sti:ategy; The· overload of information
points to the need for administrators to bring together members of.
the campus and democratically
develop·guidelines for how we will
communicate.
When ·do we use signs, email,
. paper mail, etc? Given the type and
amount of information needing to
be dissemiii.ated, how should each
channel be used? The basis of how
·we interact and how we should foteract to create the mos~ effective
and efficient internal communications channels must .be reviewed
carefully and a strategy implemented fully.
Coinmunications is like alcohol. Overloading the communication channels is like getting horribly drunk. 'Drinking enough i'llcreases your tolerance therefore
making it harder for you to feel_the
effects.
I would argue going over the

to.lerance level can have far worse a link to a Web site with extended
and unsuccessful consequences details allows those interested to
than bringing the tolerance level easily read on.
- back down.
4. Be strategic. Flooding the
While. we wait patiently for _a . campus with signs contributes to
comprehensive communications information overload, it doesn't ·
strategy, perhaps all of us could help. Using several methods in a
consider some of these ideas to · prudent manner reduce the overavoid contributing to information . flow of channels resulting in greater
overload:
attention to messages.
1. Identify the target audience.
5. Cooperation. If everyone co~
If you can send it io the group you operates in bringing down the flow
-know are most likely to receive it, of communiCation to an -effective
only send it there.
·
level, we'll be helping each other.
2. Consolidate. Creating another
6. Respect the property; Plasternewsletter or publication for a com- ing walls with signs doesn't just
munity that is already serviced isn't overload the channels; it makes the
effective. Use what we nave. Wher- buildings look bad. It is our duty
ever possible, consolidate.
to respect the campus and the build3. Sum.marize. An executive ings can be respected if we limit
summary is this useful formatwhere our signs to appropriate spaces:
you cram all the information a per- bulietin boai:ds and .tack strips.
son needs about a project into one
page. Stick to the basics. A good
examp'e of this would be Preview,
the faculty-staff .· newsletter
(www.xavier.edu/preview). Putting
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eorge Schai

c~~~·~~~ in Tibet:.or;·s~

..

Off-Campus Housing

Leop~Ofi.'\l~d Tibetan. Ant.;!'
.

Wednesday, April 2

Dr. Michael. Fay·
Megatransect: 1,200 Miles
Through Afrlca•s Con,oo Basin

Thursday, May 1

Dr. Willia.m Karesh
A Healthy Plant-Wildlife
·Vets· In Action .

Thursday. May 22

David Quammen
Man-Eating Predators and the
Food-Chain of Power al'!d Glory .

Tickets avaUable at
XU Cintas Center .Box Office. or at
Ticket Master Locations
(SJ3) 562-4949 ·

Oxford Apartments
1005~07 Dana Ave.

.

*Free Heat & water=,
*Walk to Cainpus
*Cable/Dish Hook-up ··
*Parking
*Air-Conditioning
. NOW Leasing
$340.00 and up

Manager: Art Office
5_13-961-3786 . 474-5093
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BRIEFS

Muskies grab first·place
inA-lOWest

Steve Metzger, Editor

Sports Desk: 745-2878
.newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Waugh named
Lieberman finalist
Senior guard Amy Waugh was
named a finalist for the Detroit Ro~
tary Club Nancy Lieberman Award.
The award honors the top women's
· collegiate poin't guard. Waugh is
among 12 finalists for the highlycoveted award. She was a preseason
top 5 point guard selectio·n by
·ESPN.com.
On the season, Waugh is average
ing 18.4 poirits per game and 3.3
three-pointers per game, both are
among the top in the nation. The
senior guard has also helped rectify a Xavier program that suffered
from the loss of a head coach and a
12-19 record last year. This year
Xavier is 18-8 (10-5 inA-10) and is
a potential NCAA Tournament
team.

Sato shoots his way
to.second straight
award
Junior Romain Sato has been
named Atlantic 10 Conference
Playet~of-the-Week for the second
straight wr..ek. Sato has now earned
the A- !O's weekly honor five times
i~ his career; including three times
this season.
Sato averaged 25.5 points, 7.5
· rebounds, 2.5 assists and 2.0 steals
in a pair of Xavier road wins this
past week.
·
Sato's award this week makes it
· six straight weeks that a Xavier
player has been honored by theAt. !antic· 10 Conference.

THE XAVIER N:EWSWIRE

Chalmers
open someThis past week proved teams
where on the
cannot stop Xavier's multiple
floor.
If Dayton
. weapons.
The me.n's basketball team
went into .l!-.
zone, . then .
crus.hed an ill~prepared La Salle
team and then showed Dayton why
Sato; who has
they are now the first place team in
shot well these
theA-lOWest.
past
. two
The Musketeers have improved
weeks, would.
to 20-4 and. are now 11-1 in conferbe operi on the
ence as they play conference foe
wing for a··
three-pointer.
Duquesne in Pittsburgh tonight.
For all the
.. XU
LA SALLE 71
931
preparation,
the player that ·
·
Xavier rolled into Philadelphia
·Dayton
forgot
. riding the high from the impressive
to
mark
was·.
home win against Rhode Island;
sophom-ore
which extended their win streak to
Will Caudle.
nine.
C°<mdle~
came
.Once again,juniorRomain Sato
NEWSWIREPHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOUA ·
into
the
game
led the way for the Musketeers with
Junior Anthony Myles pulled _down 12 and 15 ·
and
nailed
all
a career-high 35 points to go with
fiv.e of the rebounds against. La Salle and Dayton,
· nine rebounds and four steals. >Sato
XU 73, DAYTON 72
·
shots he took, ·. respe.ctively. · ·
scored 25 points in the second half
A crowd of 13,409 screaming making ·him
alone on the strength of fj. ve .three·
Dayton
faithful crowded. into· the one of four players that Xavier had ball off a missed three-pointe~ by
pointers.
ill)
Arena
Saturday to see the t~p in double-figures.
Finn, -who threw it up as the shot
Wednesday night's game gives
two
teams
of
the
A-10
WestDivi·
Unlike
the
game
at
Xavier
two·
clock
expired, and laid it in, giv:
Sato 69 points combined in his last ·
sion
battldt
out
for
supremacy.
weeks
ago,
the
contest
was
tight
ing
the
Musketeers a 73-72 lead.
two games on the strength of 14
stop
with
J;ieitherteam
building'!secure
_Dayton.knew
they
had
to
Dayton
came down the floor
three-pointers. Sato hit a schoolWest.
West
had
scored
47
points:
..
lead~
·with
~1
seconds
left, but threw up
record nine three-pointers on his
··.the
last
time
the
two
teams.
met
~t
·
.
West
again
scored
the
most
an
airball
that
fell
out of bounds,
.way to a then career-high-tying 34
the
Cintas
Center,
practically
winpoints
for
the
Musketeers·
with
27,
·
securing
the
win
for
Xavier and
points in last Saturday's win over
ning
the
game
by
hims~lf.
·
but
his
presence
on
the
floor
.
was
I;"lyers.
their
first loss
handing
the
Rhode Island.
.
The
problem'
with
ciouble-team'."
·
..
not
as
dominatirig.
at
home
this
season.
Sato was not the only MuskeThe deciding moment came
teer who enjoyed a big night. Jun- ing West. iS that it leaves Sato,
Myles,
freshman
Dedrick
Firiri
and
·
when
Chalmers recovered a loose
ior center Anthony Myles tied his
BY STEVE' MElZGER
. Sports Editor

·career-high for points with 17 to
go with a career-high and game.
high 12 rebounds.
Senior Lionel Chalmers contributed 13 poin_ts and four assists,.
w4ile senior David West logged his
.47th straight double-figure scoring
game with 12 points to go with six
repounds, four assists, four blocks
and two steals.
After La Salle took the brief
early 8-6 _lead, Xavier answered
with an 8~0 run. to take the lead for
·good at 14-8 with 13:16 left i11 the
first half. .The Musketeers built ~he
lead up to 15points, 47-32, a! half~
time.
Xavier jumped on La Salle again.
at the start of the··second half; using
an 11-2 run to open up a commanding 24-point, 58-34 lead with.
1_5:39 left in the game. The Ex.:
plorers would get no closer than 17
poin_ts the rest of the night.

Weather adds to rocky. start for baseball

The visiting Musketeers started sixth inning making the score 3-2, while striking out three and walkoff the scoring with two runs in the Xavier.
·
ing fouf in his first action sfoce the
The best thing .for the baseball first as senior and co-captain Mark
Lipscomb then took the lead in· 2001 season.
team this season so far has been that · Andres drove in fellow senior cap- . · the eighth with two runs on tliree
Freshman Nick Stavrakis led
the weather is keeping them from· tainEriCGreenwellfrom third with hits. ·
Xavier offensively with 2-for-4
playing their full schedule. The ·an RBI double to right centerfield.
The Bisons led off with three day and on an RBI.
For the 10th time this season and Musketeers have dropped three
Andres then came around to consecutive singles to l_oad the
Xavier was scheduled to open
the eighth consecutive week, (both tough games and continued the .. score on sophomore Brett Smith's bases, followed by a double play their home schedule this week and
A-10 records) a Xavier freshman for- trend against Lipscomb last Friday, singie to right.
.
·
which knotted the score at 4-4. .
remain at home throughout spring
ward was named Atlantic 10 Fresh- losing 5-4.
.
Lipscomb answered with-~ run
The Bison's runner then scored break. However, the recent accuman-of-the-week. Boothe scored 10
This was the only game of the . in the bottom half of the inning as from third on a passed ball to give· mulation of snow that has canceled
points and had five rebounds in a three-game series the two teams Eric Passons worked a leadoff walk . Lipscomb the lead.
classes the past two Mondays has
victory over St. Bonaventure.
were able to. play.
and came arourid to score from third
Musketeer starter senior Greg also caused the opening Musketeer ·
For the season, Boothe is leadXavier is now 0-3 on the season on a single to center field.
Wiggers threw eight innings, allow- home stand to be scratched.
The teams traded runs in the. ing two earned runs on five hits
ing freshman in scoring (15.6) and while Lipscomb improves to 2~2.
rebounding (8.2) and is in the t o p - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
BY STEVE MElZGER
Sports Editor

Boothe racks up
another one

10 overall in both scoring and re- .
bounding for the entire confeience.

l\1en'ssoccerwants
you

The men's soccer team is holding open tryouts for next year's
squad. Tryouts will be held March
18-21. The tryouts are open to fulltime Xavier students only. ·Men
who want to tryout must be there
on the 18th.
Anyone.interested in trying out,
meet in the locker room at 3 p.m on
March 18 and come prepared to
play.
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Wednesday,. Feb. 26
* Men's Basketball at
Duquesne ·at 7 p.m.

* Men's Basketball vs;
9eorge W~hiligton
at2p.m.

Spring Break Events
*

Men's Basketball:
3/5 vs.
.. St. Joseph's;
3/8 vs. Temple

*Women's Basketball atA-10
Tournament in Rhode Island
3/6-3/8 .

Sunday, March 2

Saturday. March 1

All home games are in bold

Honie basketball games are
. played at the Cintas Center.

.

..

.* Women's B&Sketball vs.
. Dayton at 2 p.m~

.SPORTS
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Lady. Muskies bested by· Boonies
as season winds down
Waugh fed senior teammate Reetta fense early as Mat.tingly and
DUQUESNE 7_5, XU 69 struggling through stretches of foul
the ball for an open three- backup center Eva Kadlecpva did
trouble and lacked quality role
{01)
After splitting· a pair of week- pointer, giving Waugh the mile- their best to fight off the rel~ntless
players
to step up and take over in
end games, the Lady Musketeers stone.
attack of the Lady. Musketeers.
Despite
a
monster
effort
from
its
their
times
need.
Waugh and Piipari,.Xavier's allare left hanging by a thread to valuEarly
on,
the Dukes made it obyoung
super:tii;ne .assist leader;
able postseason positioning ..
star
forward,
vious
they
were
not going to sit
With the top two teams in each joined the exclusive
Xavier
suffered
.
down
and
allow
the
highly-favored
division receiving byes for the first 1,000-point dub ear~
a
large
setback
Xavier
squad
to
run
away with the
lier this year. The presroun~ of the conference tournaagainst
a
hungame.
The
Lady
Musketeers
manment, Xavier looked to distance it~ tigious numbers give .
_gry
conference
aged
to
fight
back
and
cut
into
and
self from surging foe Richmond . the· veteran backcourt .
opponent.
.
take
the
lead
at
times
during
the
with a pair of games against strug- .tandem a claim to fame,
Riding
high
early
portion
of
the
half
.
. gling AtlantiC 10 opponents. To a~ they are the only acoff the emo- ·
Even with Friday on the bench,
kick off the weekend, Xavier dis- tive duo with. 1,000
tion
of
Friday's
the
Dukes
would not die. Big shots
m~ntled an inept.St. Bonaventure points and. 500 assists.
victory(and from unlikely sources got the Dukes
In addition to mak- .
team, which could never find an ofthe confidence back in the game and, with 30 secing history Friday
fensive flow. ·
a
three-game onds to play, would tie the game at
Riding high,'the Muskies made. ' night at the Cintas
winning
streak 60, sending it to overtime.
their way to Pittsburgh and ulti- Center, the pair would
tends
to
bring),
After the overwhelming _change
mately fell back down to Earth af- lead· the ·offensive ·
the
Lady
Musin
momentum
and the reinsertion
ter being outlasted in an overtime ·charge for the Muskies.
keteers
per~
of
Friday,
Duquesne
was not to be
classic.· ·
Piipari owned the first
stopped;
After
scoring
the first 10
•
haps
came
into
. The results of the up-and-down half, scoring 13 of her
Sunday's game points of o'Certime. and holding
weekend leaves the Lady Muske- 15 points in ~e p~riod.
against .. Xavier to 3-11 from the field, the
teers as 18-8 overall and 10-5 in Waugh, in addition to
Duquesne
un- control was firmly on the side of
the A-10. With one game remain- four assists, would lead
derestimating
the Dukes. Duquesne prevailed,
ing, Xavier clings to a one~game Xavier in scoring with
their
ability,
..
72-69
lead for the second spot in the Ak 16 points, including
· and, subseThe
tandem ·of Waugh and
five three-pointers.
!antic 10 West.
quently,
would
Piipari
wo·uld
pitch in 15 and IA
On the back· of an
fall . to the·· points, respectively, in the losing
11-2 run, the Muskies
XU 65, SBU 45
Dukes, 75-69, effort. Futrell and Friday would
would build the score
in overtime. ·
carry the bulk of the load for
The Lady Musketeers domi- to 19-10 and would
It
was
a
Duquesne,
as they would score 24
nated the Bonnies as senior Amy never show signs ofre~
battle of attri- and 23,' respectively.
Waugh reached a milestone with linquishing coritrol.
. tion for both
.
NEWSWIREPHoroeveRIANANGOUA
some real '.'class.'.' The St, The Lady Musk_ies
teams·, espeBonaventure Bonnies w9uld l)ave, built the lead ·to: as .. Freshryi~.n Ta~i;'I Boot~.e..~ortI~.!Jes_to se~the precede,nt f<;>r all_
.
·
'
'
· cially in the
been wise to stay in New York, as large as 19 poin!s dur- future,Atlant1c 10 rookies.
low post. Both
.
.· the Muskies, led by their senior ing the first half.
teams
looked
·After getting herself involvec~
Despite a sub-par night, freshbackcourt, rolled to ·an easy 65-45
to
establish
themselves
early
and
early on, SBU guard Courtney man Tara Boothe would finish in
victory.
often
inside
with
both
teams'
domiWaugh, playing in front ·of the Mattingly would be held to on~ . de uble-digit scoring with 10.
.mint post presences struggling
first graders she student teaches at shot over the remainder of the first. · Kiidlecova led the way. for 'SBU
through their ups and downs.
St. Mary's, accrued her 500th ca- half as the Lady Musketeers con- with 13 and Mattingly would add
The Dukes had problems of their
·reer assist, making her the fourth tained her and forced the Bonnies 12 in the losing effort.
own.
Beth Friday and Candace
play~r in Xavier women's basket- .to bad shots late in the shot clock.
Futrell,
\\'.ho attimes dominated the
SBU came out in the second half
ball to accomplish the feat.· With
Xavier
defense,
found themselves
5:50 remaining in the first period, with a more aggressive style of ofBY CASEY WELDON
Sports Writer .

~iipari

Swimming shines at conference. meet
200 Individual Medley and the
The Xavier men also had a
200 Freestyle on Friday.
strong contingency in the event,
The night concluded with the with John Janszen placing fifth,
The Swimming Musketeers
concluded their season this past women's 400 Medley Relay team Young placing sixth, and sophoweekend at the Atlantic 10 Confer~ of juniOrs Molly Moeller and more Jeremy Clark placing 1'5th.
ence Championships in Buffalo, Hinrichs, as weil as sophomores
.Freshman Sarah Brown was
Sarah Blush and Janet Heil, break- 12th in the 100 Butterfly; her time
N.Y.
Overall, the .women placed ing their own relay record set last of 59.60 is the third fastest in
eighth out 9f nine teams with 279 year. :They placed sixth overall.
Xavier history.
The men placed fifth in the 400
·points, while the men were fifth out
Once again, the men proved
medley relay with ano.ther i:ecord- their strength with freshman Dave
of eight teams with 333 points.
Thirteen records were broken in the breaking performance by junior Janszen placing sixt'1 in the 100
course of the three-day meet.
John Janszen, Hawley, freshman Butterfly and breaking the old
With a squad of only 13 swim- ))ave Janszen, and sophomore Matt school record by nearly a second.
mers, nearly a thfrd less than that of Young, with a time of 3:29.56.
Rodecker also placed 11th.
Xavier only got stronger as the
the other teams, the Xavier men
Additionally, D. Janszen broke
garnered their best finish ever at the · meet pr~gressed, setting eight the school's 100 Backstroke
Atlantic 10 meet.
records during Friday's preliminar- record with a time' of 52.25, previ. The action began on Thursday ies and finals.
ously .held by brother, J. Janszen. ·
with the 200 Freest:yle Relay, where
The first record to fall was the
The next two events proved to
the men placed .sixth and the me1fs 200 Medley Relay time, with "be some of the Xavier women;s
womeri ninth. ·
a team of freshmen Dave Janszen strongest.
Freshmen Kyle Hawley and Matt . and Dan Milheim, Young, and junBlush broke her own school
Normile then placed 10th and 13th ior Brad Rodecker placing sixth record in the 100 Breaststroke with
in the 500 Freestyle, respectively, . with a time of 1:36.29.
a time of 1:06.64, winning the con· In the prelims, 'sophomore solation heat of finals.
with Hawley breaking his own
school record with a tilne of Becky Faust broke her O\Vn school
Junioi: Danielle Miller then
4:39.20.
record in the 400 Individual Med- placed.fifth in finals with a time of
Junior Angie Hinrichs'picked up ley with a.time of 4:35.55, before 1:06.97.
10th-place finishes in Thursday's finishing eighth in finals.
Together, these two perforBY CLAIRE BEIMESCH
Sports Writer

mances mark the first time Xavier
Hinrichs also posted her best inwomen have broken 1:07 in the 100 dividual finish of the meet.with her
Breaststroke.
fifth place in the 100 freestyle.
Moeller then placed fourth in the
The 200 Breaststroke proved to
100 Backstroke with another be Xavier's strongest· event, with
record-breaking performance of three finalists on both the men's and
58.02; Ham placed 14th.
women's side.
Other notable illdividual perforFor the women, Miller broke !!mances included Normile's ninth- three-year-old school record with a
place finish in the 200 Freestyle and time of 2:24.43, with Faust and
Milheim's 13th-place finish in the Blush placing eighth and 11th, re100 Breast.
spectively.
The evening concluded on a
On. the men's side, Young finhigh note as both 800 Freestyle re- ished seventh, Clark took home .
lays set new school records.
tenth, and Milheim 14th.
The final day of the meet was a
The women's highest finish of
show of Xavier's best events.
the entire meet came from Ht~il, with
In the 1650 Freestyle, Normile her third~place finish in the 200
finished 15th overall, with juniors Butterfly and record time of
.
.
Brittany Kessler and Liz Vernon, as . 2:07.16.
well as freshman Veronica Henry
For the men, both Hawley and
grabbing the 15th, 16th, and 17th Rodecker broke the men's 200 Fly
· spots for the women, respectively;
record, with Hawley finishing sevIn the 200 Backstroke, ~Moeller . enth and Rodecker ninth.
broke her own school record with a
time of2:06.26, with junior Heather·
Greidanus placing 13th.
Brothers Dave and John Janszen
were fourth and fifth, respectively,
on the men's side.
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Comedy trifecta makes movie
WILL FERRELL RUNS NAKED DOWN THE STREET, NOTHING ~LSE NEEDS TO BE SAID

'Thursdays' series
BY DAVE GILMORE
On Thursday Feb. 27, audiences
Assistant Sports Editor
are invited to partake in the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra's weekIf you put Allen Iverson, Kobe
end alternative, the ''Thursdays" se- Bryant, arid Michael Jordan on the
same NBA team; it just wouldn't
ries.
The 7:30 p.m. "Thursdays" se- work - not enough shots to go
.
.
ries will present guest conductor around.
Jahja Ling and pianist Lang Lang
Similar apprehensions come to
whq will perform Bernard Rand's mind when the idea of Will'Ferrell,
."Tre Canzoni senza parole ("Three Vince Vaughn and Luke Wils·on all
Songs
Without
Words")," starring in the same film gets put
Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto on ttie table. Fortunately, these
No. 2 in C Minor, Op. 18 and three stars seem to have learned the
Dvorak's Symphony No. 6 in D ar.t of on-screen chemistry that
makes for a winning formula.
·
Major, Op. 60.
The ''Thursday" series also of"Old School," the latest offering
fers audiences a complimentary · from writer/director Todd Phillips
dinner buffet in the lobby of the ("Road Trip"), takes a look at what
Music Hall beginning at 6: 15 p.m. happens when three guys just can't.
Tickets are priced from $12.50 seem to get past their college frato $52.50 and are available by ternity days.
Ferrell, who recently left the cast
phone- at 381-3300, online at
www.cincinnatisymphony.org and of "Saturday Night Live" to pursue
at the CSO Sales Office in Memo- screen acting full-time, makes.a trerial Hall, 1229 Elm St., Monday mendous starring debut as Frank, a
through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 recently:-married ·man with little
sense of direction· or awareness.
p.m.
, Studf'.nt tickets for CSO concerts Like his cohorts, Frank is more or
are $10 and available the.weekof less a kid trapped in 30-year-old's
the concert by phone, online, or in body. When he and his new bride
person. There is a limit of two tick- decide to "take some· time off,"
Frank the Tank, his binge drinking,
ets per valid student ID.
exhibitionist alter ego, takes over.
. As for Vaughn, "Old School"
marks a comedic comeback of sorts
for the star of the cult classic
"Swingers," and the 2001 followup, "Made." After a slew of low'
. level drama films, Vaughn reThe University of Cincinnati kindles the energy he brought
College - Conservatory of Music to "Swingers" as the unhappy
·
presents Andrew Lippa's "The family man Beanie.
Wilson, whose career has
Wild Party."
Inspired by the 1928 poem ''The followed a similar path to
Wild Party" by Joseph Moncure Vaughn's, plays Mitch, a reMarch, Asndrew Lippa created a cently heartbroken professional who moves into offnew adapte<J,, musical.
Queenie's relationship with her campus housing at a local
lover Burrs, a vaudeville clown, has university. Mitch is the rebecome strained and both question luctant leader (dubbed ''The
their feelings for each other: Frus- Godfather" by Beanie) of the ·.
trated, Queenie decides to throw a frat who really just wants to
party and soon their apartment is get his life,back together.
filled with a mix of characters and Wilson's underplayed and calculatroaring music of the day.
ing demeanor provides the perfect
_ In the midst of tt:nsion, love, lust balance to Ferrell's outrageousness
and abuse, what starts out as a wild and Vaughn's smooth-talking.
·party ends in confusion, death, and
So what do these three.
a beginning of a new life.
thirtysomethings decide to do with
The musical will play from Feb. Mitch's new pad? Start a fraternity,
27 to March 9 with shows on Thurs- of course.
day and Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday
Many mainstream media outlets
at 2:30 and 8 p.m. and· Sunday at will criticize this film for its "sopho2:30 p.m. in the Partricia Corbett moric" attempts at humor. Well,
mainstream media outlets don't live
Theatre.
Tickets are $23 gen~ral ad)llission, $13 students and $8 student
rush tickets available for Saturday
matinee only, 15 minutes prior to.
curtain. For more information, call
the CCM box office and 24-hour

'The Wild Party'

·

Nothing says college more than Will Ferrell refereeing a uKY" jelly wrestling contest between two
topless college students and a 90-year-old man.

in dorms and don?t rely on DVD The hapless frat~rnity pledges hold .Others will be left confused with
collections as a life force. The same their own, ranging from typical col- Vaughn's character, mainly because
generation that was in college when lege students to an 89-year-old they never saw or heard of "Swing.
ers" and "Made." ·The same goes
":Animal House" came out is now ·Navy vet named Blue..
The film's flaws come when for Wilson, who the average movietoo growri up to appreciate a good
college movie, which is exactly Phillips remembers he has to write goer probably knows as "the nice
an actual plot in the midst of all the · guy from 'Legally Blonde."'
whl!-t "Old School" is;
There comes a certain time in
''Old School" creates the right hilarity. A weak and generic love
mix of improbable hilarity and the story between Mitch an_d single your life. when you scratch your
reai-life uncomfoqable humor that mom Nicole (Ellen Pompeo) proves head l!-f films like "Old School,"
to be about as interesting as "Road Trip" and "Zoolander." If
watching paint dry.
you are past this time, it's probably
When the fraternity is threat- understandable why you think
ened by the evil Dean with ex- Ferrell doing rhythmic gynmastics
pulsion, the boys have to pass a is not funny. Phillips made this
series of tests in order to be al- movie for the same people who'
lowed to keep. their house and walk around quoting ''Road Trip,"
privileges. This gets old fast, · and unfortunately, it will probably
with brief flashes of funny from garner little apprecfation outside
none other than Ferrell, who is that circle - a.k.a. almost every
literally "on fire" during the .film. undergrad in America.
Another criticism of the film
is a somewhat flat and predictable ending. There are .no real
twists or surprises, giying the last
Ferrell, Vaughn and Wilson thrive half hour of the film a sort of
on for a 91-minute joke that, for the "phoned in" feel. "Old School" is
most part, doesn'twear oil~ its wel- best enjoyed when you don't take
Ferrell, Vaughn or Wilson too sericome.
Beyond the core of the three ously, beeause they don't either.
Your opinion of "Old School"
stars, the film is supported heavily
by other well-known person.alities. will largely be based on what you
Coming off the bench to move already think about these three cothings along are Craig Kilborn, . medic presences. Some will not
Snoop Dogg, Andy Dick, Artie find Ferrell funny because they
Lang and Seann William-Scott. don't get what he did on "SNL."

New Releases·

performance line at 556-4183 or go
online at www.ccm.uc.edu.

The following discs are due for release on or before February 25 ...
A~erican Hi-Fi The Art of Losing (Island) ....Edwin McCain The
Austin Sessions (ATC) ... Rutio Rujio (EP) (Nitro) ... Spyro Gyra Origi·
nal Cinema (SACD same day) (Heads Up) ... Peanut Butter Wolf
Badmeaningood (remixes of Grandmaster Flash, Human League, Iron
Butterfly and oth~rs) (Ultimate Dilemma) .... Xerophonics Xerophonics

(Seeland).
... all dates are tentative.
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Wednesday, February 26 ·
Allister
@The Void

Saturday; March 1
The 'Kelley ~chey Band
@Shady O'Grady's

Firrday, February 28
TRUST.company
@Bogart's

Saturday, March 1
MC Paul Barman
@.Top Cats
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'Gods. and Generals' overstays welcome
IT TAKES MORE THAN THREE AND A HALF HOURS TO TELL THIS STORY, ALTHOUGH WE'RE NOT SURE WHY
first with their state,· not their fed- musical score, is a cinematic high~
point of the film.
Contributing Writer
eral government.
The battle of Fredericksburg is
The formation and training of a
"Gods and. Generals,"· the Southern army follows, arid, as when. "Gods and Generals",'.meloprequel to the popular movie, Jackson, Lang is given the oppor- dramatic streak ·shines rather no"Gettysburg," struggles with both tunity to deliver many fiery ticeably. The sap runs thick when
redundancy and melodrama in its speeches ina tremendously authori- a Southern brigade of Irish soldiers
attempt to deliver an accurate his- . tative voice.· The repetitiveness of is forced to mow down a similarly
. torical picture.·
these scenes is spiced up with the Irish .Northern brigade. While the
The film chronicles the first two above-mentioned speeches and. setup has the makings of a poignant
years of the American. Civil· W.ar, some comic relief from a frustrated scene, the execution, though filled
highlighting the first battle of · duo of soldiers.
with much emotion, is unmoving.
Manassas,
the : battle · of
SO:on, the first battle of Manassas
The battle of Chancellorsville is
Fredericksburg imd the battle of arrives. The battle is well-staged where the battle scenes are the most
<!:hancellorsville.
Constants , and at times very exciting. Here, exceilently executed. The suspense As exciting as these two guys look, the movie is a bit mundane at
and urgency of the surprise attack times.
throughout the movie are .
Confederate. General Thois wonderfully displayed with a
. mas "Stonewall" Jackson
stellar combination of the cinema(Stephen Lang) and Union
tography of Kees Van Oostrom, the Chamberlain. Jackson is shown as segmented viewings on video.
Colonel Joshua Chamberlain
music of John Frizzell and Randy a God-fearing Christian, quoting or
Perhaps this is the most histori(Jeff Daniels). These men
Edelman, and the actions of thou- referencing the Bible on several oc- cally accurate film in history. Perare followed from their be. sands of Civil War re-enactors.
casions. However, an almost Pagan haps director Ronald Maxwell and
ginnings as university teach:..
The movie nobly attempts to portrait of Chamberlain is displayed executive producer Ted Turner have
ers (the former at the Virginia
display the men behind the battle- as he is portrayed quoting a given us a portal in time, allowing
Military Institute, the latter at
field generals we have read about Lovelace poem as well as a lengthy us a glimpse at the Civil War as it
Maine's Bowdoin College) to
in history books. It is interesting section from the Roman historian actually occurred. Despite these
their eventual roles in the
how the filmmakers are able to turn Marcus Lucinius. It is the recita- . possibilities, "Gods and Generals"
war.
these figures into men by stressing tion of .this Roman quote where just isn'ta very entertaining or exThe first scene of the
their duality as .battlefield com- Daniels has his most powerful mo- citing film. If you are looking for a .
movie takes place shortly, afmanders and devoted husbands, but ment in the· film.
film even more· informative and
ter Southern :troops fired on Ft. the audience is introduced to the . the result is rather dry. The home- .
While ilie epic scope of the sub- exciting, I'd suggest Ken Burns'
Sumter. It invo~ves the offering of classic Civil War battle lines. There stead scenes, filled with lofty dia- ject lends itself greatly to the big PBS documentary ''The Civil War."
command of the Union forces to - are only· so many ways for filmmak- logue ·and overly extravager.,t act- screen, the length does not. The It's 11 hours in length, but itwon't
Robert E. Lee (Robert Duvall). His ers to stage a line of men marching .. ing, cannot compare to the rally- film tends to lumber through its feel as long as "Gods and Ge~er
regretful decline of the job on the into gunfire. About half of those ing speeches· and monologues of non-military scenes and struggles to als."
grounds of infringement of states' ways aren't boring. The final their battleground counterparts.·
pull off exciting battles. At over
rights sets up a common theme that swoop of the Confederate cavalry,
It is interesting to note. the di- · three and a half hours, especially if
is heard throughout the film. The filmed In-a sweeping shot Gf the chotomy with which·the filmmak- .. the theater does not offer-an inter~
Joy.al ties of many Southerners. lie battlefield and set to a soothing.·· ers. portray. both.. Jackson }rid . mission, it may be better suited for
BY TONY MCCOSHAM
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Can· it compare .to the original?
JIMMY RETURNS TO CHALLENGE. DAN'S RECENT WINNING STREAK AS THESE TWO DIVERISONS EDITORS BATTLE OVER 'AMERICAN PIE 2'

Jimmy SAYS: '
Did you think ''American Pie,"
with its crude jokes, often obscene
situations and Nadia,. should make
a sequel?
·You would be foolish to think
otherwise. How could the most defining teen m9vie since "The
Breakfast Club".(! think Dan wrote
a negative j,erspective of that movie
too) not continue with the interesting, yet often dysfunctional characters we loved from the first
movie?
In "Amerkan Pie," Jim (Jason
Biggs, "Saving Silverman") and the·
gang are finishing their high school
careers and have created a pact to
"get laid" before prom. ''American
. Pie 2" picks up next summer after
a year of college. This is where the
movie can hit home for some of us
college IQds.
Jim retUms home after freshman
year, but it's just not the same. Living in, your parent's house doesn't
feel the same and the familiarity
· built throughout childhood· with
your house has changed. The solu.;.
tion is to live somewhere else.
So Jim, Oz (Chris Klein, ''We
Were Soldiers"), Kevin .(Thomas
Nicholas, "Rookie of the Year") •.
Finch (Eddie Thomas, ''Freddie Got
Fingered") and my personal favorite, Stifler (Seann William Scott,
"Dude, where's my car?") head off
to a lakehouse for the summer. · ·

who are curious and unsure of
themselves·; they happen to guys
''American Pie 2" falls to the who have already had worse hapsame problems that face all se- pen.
quels in the movie industry.. It
Stifler's. mom is a perfect ex· tried to recreate the greatness of ample of the loss of innocence. She
the first installment by copying comes out of nowhere in the first
all of the jokes, situations and movie, to our delight, to give a gift
feelings, hoping no one noticed. to one of our heroes. Now she is a
The great thing about running gag between the characters.
"American. Pie" was· to watch We know she will be coming to fill
these four high school guys dis- the same role she did in the first
cover their sexual identities movie and that takes away the heir
through some hilarious situa- of mysticism about her. She came
tions. All of the great scenes. as a gift from on high, .and now
involved soine horrible situation she's reduced to a dirty, old woman
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.IMDB.COM
that could cause quite afeW psy- we can all see coming from the befOllOW these friends as tliey discover themselves through their · chological scars, whether. it was ginning of the movie.
This is a film that had me laugh~
sexual· misadventures, again.·
getting caught mastw;batlng with an
apple pie by your father or drink- ing pretty hard for a large majority
All the characters are diverse, ·· · to its comical roots, yet goes off on ing beer with semen in it.
of the movie, but when it was over,
· hardly stereotyped; and yet the au- a tangentto delve into the relation''American'.Pie 2"tried desper- I was left with an empty feeling
d.ience can relate with at leastone ships between the five friends.
ately to achieve the same level of . ''American Pie" gave me. These
of them. The movie is interesting
· This aspect of the film makes shock and horror in the situations, guys all-have sex again, but this
because it grows up with .the kids. ''American Pie 2" good movie to but ultimateiy failed. Everything time it's because the characters have
Sure, there are still some. crude rent and in some cases relate to. ' had a sense of having all been done to match the. original, and not be- ·
jokes -Jim getting his hand glued Although It shouldn't be a guide- before. Jim glues himself to him- cause they spent the entire movie
to a porno tape ---:- but it's a little book on how to live your life, it will self and has an awkward conversa- trying to overcome their obstacles
more mature.
provide humor and might remind tion with his father, Stifler gets uri- involved with losing your virginity.
- The movie remin.ds you that you of your buddies from high . nated on at his party and a sexual
"American Pie 2" is different
even after a year of c:ollege, when school.
situation that all teenage guys from the original in that instead of
you've met new people, dated new
dream about gets broadcasted over laughing with the characters, we are
people and made new friends, you
CB radio.. All of these situations laughing at them. The first ''Ameri. can still rely on those at home ~o
basically ~app.ened before, and can Pie" made us love these guys
be there. ·
while still funny, they just don't and their se~ual misadventures.
... - This real life message and charwork as well.
, ''American Pie 2" tries to recreate
acter relationships made it work
These aren't psychologically this, but the innocence is lost with
. better than ''American Pie." By rescarring situations; they're some- the characters and therefore loses a
taining its slapstick humor and sex
thing to laugh about with friends. key aspect from the first movie. ·
· jokes, ''American Pie 2" stays close
These things don't happen to guys

Dan SAYS:
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Searching for a spark in a wildfire
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MICHAEL GAINE HAS BECOME MOROSE JN 'THE QUIET AMERICAN UNTIL EVERYTHINGSEEMS LOST
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Senior News Editor

.predicament is Phoung's sister, who
pleads for her to ditch Fowler and
have security with this young, quiet
American. ·
The London Times telegraphs
Fowler that he has not fulfilled his
obligation to work and should re-.
turn to London immediately. In an
effort to extend his time with
Phoung, he travels into the commu~
nist-north, seeking a story that will
- keep his superiors happy. Not only_
does he find a ma~sacred village;
_but he also finds Pyle, who has
tracked him and his French soldier

Meanwhile, in addition to the
communist north and French-occ_upied south, a third political party
The opening images of a serene
has arisen and is coming to power
Vietnamese river and boats are disin Vietnam. Fowler attempts to get
an interview with its leader, Gen- .
rupted by mortars in· the distance,
dissolving shots of opium and a.
_era! The.. His request is granted
dead body floating in the river.
only because Pyle, who has set up .
The first three minutes of the
mediCal camp with the· new party,
movie and its narration are a mihelped skip through the chain of crocosm of the country's dilapidacommand .. !
tion, schism, and intensity.
The presence of Pyle a.nd his
Thomas Fowler (Michael Caine)
American friends a_t the camp.
is a respected London Times jourseems suspicious. Also suspicious
nalist who's lost his fervor for reis his behavior when he briefly
porting while becoming in.turns commando and saves
toxicated with Vietnam ev.er
Fowler's life from a communist Michael Caine plays Thomas Fowler, a man who has no passion to
since he was sent as a foreign
grenade on the way back to Saigon .. live, yet.
correspondent years ago.
After a huge explosion near the
Despite having a wife in Enhotel that kills many people, Fowler
_
.
I was impressed by the way digland, he has fallen in love
notices more aspects about Pyle -nam itself. ·It's set at the origin of .
thatdon'tseemnormal. A.little in- the_communist split when it was rector Phillip Noyce shows Vietnam
with a beautiful woman
named Phoung, (Do Thi Hai
vestigating opens the doors on _. Frenth troops, not American, who in a new perspective. Before hunYen). with whom he now
Pyle's true identity and the purpose _ occupied the country. .The latter - dreds of thousands of U.S. troops
lives.
of his subterfuge in Vietnam. If half of the_ film has dialogue that . died, it was more of a drug than
Fowler meets Alden Pyle
Fowler really wants Phoung back, - foreshadows the upcoming inter- --anything, with Phoung being the
(Brendan Fraser) c)ne mornhe'll have to expose the American vention by the.United States in their most tempting drug of all.
"The Quiet American" is an ining at his hotel. -Pyle is a
- but at what cost? efforts to squelch the north. ·
Fowler's heyday ofinvestigative triguing film about 1950s Vietnam
naive, idealistic American
Caine is flat-out amazing in this
who has been transported to
movie. Just as I was thinking how reporting and one-night stands are and qne journalist's obsession with
Vietnam to work on a medical aide escorts.
subtle his emotions were, .he over. He's settled into a lackadaisi- staying there and awa\<ening to the
mission. Pyle looks up to the more
Pyle confesses his love for - opened up and showed moments of cal routine of sipping tea and see- · reality that even journalists must
weathered Fowler, who explains to Phoung, explain.ing he couldn't rage and complete vulnerability. ing Phoung. It's only in this crazy take action and choose sides. It's
his young cohort that good and evil wait another moment to confront The chemistry is good between he turn of events where he loses his also particularly relevant today, beare not simple to define in this part Fowler. The three meet and both and Fraser, who finally returns to. loved one, meets a mysterious man, cause _the world also blurs the disof the world.
men proposition their love to dramatic acting after several forget- and does what he never likes to do, tinction between personal issues
Fowler introduces Pyle to Phoung, who ends up favoring her table comedies.
get involved: This ·transforms his - and political issues. _
Phoung and sparks fly from the real love for Fowler over Pyle's
This is not a' movie about the journalism-(andlife)from'deta_ched
_start. Adding to the love triangle promises of comfort.
Vietnam War, but rather about Viet- to impassioned.

SUPfllilASS

Supergrass is still clinging to melodies that are niore of a playful
fa~ade, the release of Life On Other
Planets makes it clear that the band
is searching for a concept or idea
that will be more seriously pondered.
Their latest release shows that
Supergrass is_ moving one step
closer to an album that will be held
- in the same light as classics such as
Exile On Main St. from the Rolling
Stones and OK Computer by
· Radiohead. Even· though Gaz
Coombes is most likely thought of
as a 21st-century David Bowie minus lipstick, he venture~ into the
sounds of other classic British artists from a not-so-distant time.
"Evening of the Day" mimics The
Beatles in their prime, "Rush Hour
Soul" proves to be Iggy Pop fully
· clothed, and "Prophet 15" is the best John Lennon impression sine~
Liam Gallagher's "Songbird."
With these biographical memoirs from Life On Other Planets,
listeners learn that Supt:rgrass can
pay homage to the greats of our
time. B_ut will they take the initiative to release an album full of
standouts from their own perspective?
Supergrass is able to bring forth
a new sound, which can be seen in·
standout tracks "Seen The Light"
and "<;:an't Get Up." The boys from
Supergrass need to take a look in- side to see if they want to release
one of the greatest rock records of
our time, but for now they left listeners a frothy pint of British pop
success.
-Patrick Gill
. Contributing Writer

LftQHO'ft9tflUHm

Supergrass
Life On Other Planets
(Def Jam)

Lijfe on Other Planets one

small step for Supergrass
Seven years ago, Gaz Coombes
and his band Supergrass released
their first single, the _screeching,
power-punk "Caught By The l'.'.uzz."
Throughout the years, fans have
seen Supergrass move away from
their punk roots to turn out'more
and more s~emingly experimental
gibberish.
Their latest album, Life On
Other Planets, may prove to be just
another experimental stepping
_stonefor the boys from Britain, but
they do it in a style of pop success
that hasn't been brought to U.S. soil
in decades.
· On the album, Gaz Coombes
echoes with pub reminiscence, taking listeners to the place where he
spent years perfecting his skill. He
is the force that has been driving
Supergrass to stardom in the UK,
even when they get little to no recognition here in the States. While

-

, - We_ invite you to learn more about ourmaster of health services adffiinistration
degree program, which features full-time _
or part-time study as well as health_ care
management career opportunities.

INFORMATION SESSION
Wednesday, March 12, 2003
6:30 J>.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Cintas Center
·Schiff Fami!y Conference Center
For reseivations and additional information,
call 513 745-3687 or 800 344-4698, ext. 3687
Department of Health Services
Administration _
3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, OH 45207-7331
xumhsa@xu.edu
www.xavier.edu/mhsa
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IFYOU AREAPACK-A-DAYSMOKER, YOU.
SPENT $14oo·LAST YEAR BUYING CIGARE1*1'Es~·
JUST THINK HOW HANDY THAT MONEY·
·.· WOULD BE FORA SPRING BREAK GETAWAY.
TO RECEIVE TIPS ABOUT QUITTING~ EMAIL
JEN BASS FROM XU'S TRRP AT bassjd@xu.edri
.,
OR CHECK OUT www.ffsonline.org
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.TU ES DAY.

February 26

·March 4

Today is ":ijug aGI Day." How .
Mike Tyson made $5 million
appropriate, considering George
in about.SO seconds last Saturday.
Bush has decided that these men
If there is a more entertaining per. need to put their lives in danger so
son in America right now, I have
no idea who it might be. I thirik
that oil prices will stay down .
his tattoo is eventually going to
. A few thoughts on the Grammys: March 3
eat his eye. Hey, it could happen ..
Eminem wori some awards yet
These weird holidaysjust never again. Why does this guy always
After all, ifhe'can threaten to eat
February 28
stop, do they? Today is "What if . 16ok so depress~d? I mean, I un· someone's children, why can't his
Today is the last day of classes
Cats and Dogs had Opposable derstahd how four multi-platinum
own tattoo eat his eye? .
· Thumbs?" Day. I'll tell ·you What albums, a hit movie, and millions
.International Coffee Hour will · before spring break. To those of you
.. they~d do with some opposable of dollars in the last four years can
be held for the Peer Leadership who are going home or staying here,
thumbs. They would probably really get a guy down, but can't he
Team. at 3:30 p.m, in the G-Spot. welcome to my world. To those of
masturbate a lot. Seriously, this . find something to cheer himself
Join them, and don't be alarmed if you trekking to warmer climates, I·
. would be the perfect solutfon ! They up?
.
· they constantly ask you "How envy you. To those of you going to
wouldn't
have
to
sniff
each
other's
Oh,
_and
Norah
Jones
won five
does that make you feel?" as you ·New York with the Xavier Players, I
Iron Mike in a rare
piW you.
sip your java. .
Grammys. Way to go, Norah .. By
rear ends anymore. .
moment of confusion.
If yoll are still in, town tonight,
. .. And the babbling has begun. tlie way, nq one'will know who you
The Jazz Ensemble performs at
. are a year' from now. Just ask Nelly
7:30 p.m. in Ryan's Pub. Is there you might want to head io Bogart's just got a huge smHe ori his face. , No orie is ~afe.
Just to let you all know, one of Furtado how long your career will
anything better than enjoying a to check out Trust Company at Calm down, pe~ophile. By the way; ·
the authors of my increasing· last. ·
your career is over.
nice libation while listening to . 8:30p.m.
amount of hate mail has accused me
Ja Rule stole the show, however,
some jazz music, and also it's the
of "sleeping under a rock." I just by screaming "Holla!" to a com1940s?
.
. wanted to elem- some things up for ment made by Kevin James; Noth. The Xavier Singers (we ·all
·
March
2
March J ·
this person. I don't sleep under' a. ing says"classy award show" like
kriow how much I love them) perThe men's basketball team will
The women's basketball team rock. Rather, I sleep on top of one. · Ja Rull;. Now go be a good boy
form '~Life" at 8 p.m. in the G-Spot
Theatre tonight and tomorrow. Ad• ·attempt to extend its winning str.eak hosts Dayton at 2 p.m. in the 'Tas. This way, I don't miss any opportu- · and record another song with J-Lo.
Enough about the Grammys. I
mission is a mere $2, and the box to 12 games as they host George ,I'm sure most of you will be head• nity to be as ignorant as you have
ing back early from spring break in pegged me to be. It's called a sense · have better things tq write about.
office opens .one hour before the Washington at 2 p.rn. in the 'Tas,
W:ell, it's the beginning of a new· order· to catch this one.
of humor ~ .. look into. it.
For instance, why is every single
show. Get ready for what is sur:e to
I digress. ;- .even though there is
be a fantastic display of sing_ing, · month, and that means it's time for
Since this column no longer has. Nascar driver named either Dale,
me to rattle off the list of crazy ob- nothing to wriJe about due to an_ ounce of coherence left, I might Darryl, Ricky, Kyle or Ernie? Have
dancing and jazz hands.
servan<;es for this month. March just spring break, I still have to fill up as well express my thoughts about · you ever heard one of these guys
happens to be Vulvar Health Aware- this ·section of the paper. So there the upcoming baseball season; being interviewed? It's easier to
ness month. This means you need. .is going to be a great deal of bah~ . Look for lchiro Suzuki to p~ll a Yao understand a deaf-mute than it is
February 27
to get your vulva checked out, la- · bling going on. Just trying to give Ming and start endorsing everything ·· to understand one of thes~ guys
A worship gathering for the dies. J;lree inspections will be given you some fair warning, folks.
'in sight. .Look for the Cleveland after a first-place finish. Mix in a
conclusion of the racism film se- at 938 Dana allinonth.
Are they still having 10 p.m. Indians to win· ;_i. decent number of ·right-hand turn every once fo a
ries will take place at 7 · p;m. in
March is also National "Talk to Mass tonight? Does anyone else games, even without Jim Thome. while, gentlemyn.
Bellarmine Chapel. Let's just hope your Teen About Sex" Month. care about this? Is anyone even . Most importantly, fook closely for
Have a good break, arid remetn- ·
· .the fans, as few still exist.
no one shows up expecting to wor- Somewhere· in America, R. Kelly ···still ,reading _this crap?
,her to wear a rubber. 'MurPhout.

SATL..J RDAY ·SUNDAY
.

THURSl)A

.'I

.. ·_

For classifieds info call·Renee at 745-3561 or e-mail her at newswire-classifieds@xavier.edu

Help Wanted

covered porches and WID. 3964 Re- · · kitchen. Private entrance; off-street paid; walk to campus, $1150/mo,
Spacious one bedroom ..Furgent Ave. $295 per ·person. Avail- · parking, two. balconies; laungry. · A d a m 6 0 8 - 0 8 8 7 nished w,itli utilities paid. washer/
Person needed for Sales/Mar~ able June 1, 2003. 948-8576.
-New kitchen, bath, paint and cardryer. 2 blocks to campus., Must
keting. Will train! Must be enerpet. ·Easy two-block·walk to camThree bedroom renovated apart- See, Available June 1st. $495 Mo.
, getic, organized, fast-paced and
.
1-2 brdm on Hudson. Excellent pus .. 6 morith or l year lease. Avail- ment, two baths, front porch, off ' iM41oi
willing to learn .. If interested, condition. $425 a month. Avail- .· able immediately $600/month. street parking,_ A/C, heat paid, walk
please call Tammy at 772-5888 ext able May 1st.· Call Paul at 739-7874. One-month deposit. 76~~4898. . to campus, $1050/mo,,Adam 6083741 .Spencer;Newly
renovated,
.
.
.
.. . 0
: 205.
4 bdrms, CA, Driveway,deck, WD,
8
8
7
Summer Job!!
Walk to campus, 2 & 3'b~droom
Large town house on Eden Park.
no pets. Available 6/1 or can wait
Day camp in Mason, Ohio. We furnished apartments, air condi: 2 bdrm, 2 bath. Parking, A/C,
House for rent on Eden Park. August! $350pp-+'. util. 984-8576~
' provide the training! Hiring camp tioned, off-street parking, laundry in washer dryer hookup, fire .place. Updated efficiency/ 2 bdrm. Park-.
counselor, certified lifeguards and · basement, on Dana. Starting at $200/ .$795 a month plus utilities.· Cail , ing, laundry and A/C. $350-$540
. . a month plus utilities: Call 281. lead counselors. Call Amanda at month/student. Call 703-3242 for 281~0825.
1945 Cleneay, 1bdrm,Available
· 772-5888 ext 204:
info. ·
0825.
Now! No lease. Walk to Campus,
Hyde Park/Oakley. ~enovated
XU students in same bldg., W/D,
2 bdrm apt for.rent-'-- screened 1bdrm. Walk to square. Balcony,
6,4,2 Bedroom Apt less than one $375 +electric 984-8576
. balcony, crpt, off st park, 5 min walk laundry, paid heat, A/C and off- mile from campus in Norwood .
For ~ent: Efficiency apartment. to XU. $750 mon + wtr incld. 1029 street parking. $475- $525 month. Maid service free of chl:U'ge, new ,
New kitchen, carpet, heat, and wa-. ·Dana. 891-0398.
505-5551.
windows/.siding, off-street parking,
ter furnished. Parking lot and offBy the way... t~ all my
large back yard with garage. Call
2 bdrm apt for rent - 2 balconies,
street parking. Three-minute walk
Awesome 3 Bedroom Apart- ' 708-5287.
wonderful peeps who
to Xavier. · $285 a month. $285 , hardwood, off -street parking, 5 min · ments on Dan~ Ave. Fully furdepo,sit. Call 961-0719 or 383- walk to XU. $700 mon + wtr incld. nished. La_undry on site. Must see.
, Furnished Five bedroom with send me ads and all that
8. 9 ' 1 . - 0 3 9 8 241-4107.
3798.
2 showers. 938 Dana Ave., laundry. fu:q. stuff, I will not be
Large 5-6 bedroom, 2 full baths.
on site. .Available June 1st. Walk to
.
.
.
here next week, for it is .
Features include: free laundry, se3-4 BR House, . 1.5 miles from
North Avondale .. Renovated 1 class! Call Scott 315-7611.
curity system, free water, spacious -campus, maid-service, off-street .· bdrm~ Off-street parking, ale, new ·
my spring' break. Yes,
rooms, private fenced backyard, air · parking with 2-car garage, new win- windows, paid h\:lat and laundry.
·3 bdrm, 2 path; on Hudson. Very
wonderful spring break ·.
conditioning/central air, very well dows and siding - $1050/Month. $425 month. ·505-5551. .
nice~ Additional study room. Cen- .
·
maintained, short walk to campus. Call 513-675-8714.
-trai afr, and off-street parking. $875 'in the middle of winter!
Available in :June 2003. Only
House fqr rent-- Available 6/03, a nionth. Available June 1st. Call But anyhow, just send
Apartment for rent. 5-8 bdrm 5 bdrms, 2 bth, hardwood firs; 3909 Paul at 739-7874.
$1,550 per month. 1761 Dana.
all_ the ads to my email
Must see!! More. information call across from XU. $250 to $300 per Elsmere.
891-0398 ·
JBdrm
apartment
in
Hyde
Park,
person. Call 616-9000.
·
8 8. 6
8 6 3 3
address. And have a
·Four bedr,oom renovated apart- newly renovated, $475/month, heat/
. House for. rent: Walk to camLarge two-.bedro·om apartment ment, two baths, front porch, off water paid, parking, laundry, A/C wonderful day!
,pus. 5/6 bdrm, 2 kitchens, 2 baths, with living roqm,- din~ng room and street parking, A/C, heat and water and balcony. Call.807-9832.
·
.

-f'?::

·For Rent

,•

